Abstract
Introduction
Unit mobility in a communication network usually implies some degree of uncertainty in the location of a unit. Therefore, before information inay be routed to a unit, that unit's location must be established by the system. This process is called paging and requires that the system poll various locations until the unit is found.
Previous work considered the joint niinimizattion of the number of locations polled and the mean delay in finding a unit given the probability distribution on that unit's location [I, 21 . However, in a practical mobile system servicing many units, there may be many paging requests in progress simultaneously and only limited paging bandwidth with which to handle them. In this way arises the problem of poll se.rvice dlkcipline for a group of paging requests.
In most current systems, all locations (cells) within the service area are polled for a single unit simultaneously; i.e. blanket polling. Others suggest a two step procedure where a group of preferred locati'ons are polled, followed by a blanket page if the first polling event is unsuccessful [3] . This scheme is needlessly wasteful if information about unit location, a, probability distribution as in [l, 21 for ex.ample, (can be obtained. One can easily envision a process whereby polling requests are queued and issued in some sequence with more likely locations polled before less 0-7803-3157-5196 $5.00 0 1996 IEEE likely locations where possible.
In this work we consider simple planned ensemble polling strategies for the reduction of paging delay which are based on single unit optimal paging methods [l, 21. We find that these methods permit larger page request rates than can be handled by blanket polling, even when a worst-case uniform unit location distribution is assumed.
Our approach is based on the concept of an ejjective paging load which depends upon the paging request rate, a measure of the average unit mobility and the paging discipline employed. As might be anticipated, lower mobility requires fewer places t,o be searched and thereby results in an overall lower effective paging load for a given page request rate. This work is presented in greater detail in [4] .
Probllem S t a t e m e n t
We assume page requests (incoming calls) arrive to the system according to a Poisson process with rate A, . Also assume each unit rii to be located has some known locaition probability distribution' pi,m) over locations j =: 1, ... J and that individual polling events a t given locations are serviced at a rate p independent of service a,t other locations. A J-location system can then execute J simultaneous independent polling requests at any given time. Finally, assume that success feedback, s, s', is available to the scheduling process immediately after each polling request. A block diagram of the procedure is supplied in Figure l .
The state of the paging system is determined by M , the number of units to be found and their associated location probability distributions {pjm) ( k ) } , sion process (MDP) theory [9] cannot be applied. In this work, we turn to heuristic methods inspired by results for optimal paging of single units [I, 21. 
Analysis and Results
We provide a basic queueing analysis of simple poll scheduling procedures. In general, the results are approximate and based on independence assumptions about the network of polling queues and the arrival streams a t each location. The accuracy of these approximations is examined through Monte Carlo simulation in [4] and found to agree well with the analytic results.
Blanket Polling
In most current systems, each page request generates simultaneous polling requests a t all locations. If a unit is a t location i , then the response time in paging unit i is the response time of the paging queue a t location i. The paging response time a t a location j # i is irrelevant since the unit will not be found there. Since a t each location, the polling load is A, and the service rate is p , the response times a t all queues are identically distributed. The normalized localization delay D' is the average time between request arrival and unit localization normalized by the average service time l/p. When a unit is in queue i, the normalized location delay is simply the system time at paging queue i. Assuming exponential service we have [lo. 111, Xotice that if A, equals or exceeds p, then the page request queueing system is unstable and the delay is infinite. Thus. as A, is increased, a service provider is forced to increase the rate of polling service p. This translates into increased polling channel bandwidth per cell which may be unacceptable.
Sequential paging
From a heuristic standpoint we first note that global polling is wasteful when the unit location probability distribution is concentrated over a small subset of the J locations. In fact, from the standpoint of number of locations searched, it is usually almost a factor of two more wasteful to employ a global polling discipline [l] . We therefore first consider a hueristic approach to polling schedules based on previous analytic work and compare it to blanket polling Specifically. in [l] , it is verified that the expected number of paging requests is minimized if the locations in which a unit can be found are searched sequentially in decreasing order of probability. T h a t is, if user m has a location distribution {pi,)} satisfying In addition, [I] verifies that over all possible ordered distributions, E , is maximized when all J locations are equally likely. In this case, -2 , = ( J + I)/2. For now we assume that L, = L for all units.2 As stated previously. we will treat the location queues as if they were independent and we assume the queue arrival streams are Poisson.
Thus, the overall arrival rate of polling requests to the system is pE. However, unlike blanket polling, each polling request is processed a t one of J locations. The effective paging load per polling queue is then pa where Q = L / J . Therefore, following equation ( l ) , the average normalized delay between a page request arrival and unit localization for this sequential polling where the subscript 1 in D: denotes that we are searching 1 location a t a time. Since ,T < ( J +-1)/2, we note that a _< % for any unit location probability distribution. Thus, the sequential polling system .always has a larger sustainable page request rates than for blanket polling.
In Figure 2 delay is plotted as a function of load p for blanket polling and sequential polling fo'r J = 
Sequential Group Paging
The poorer delay performance of sequential paging a t lower loads is a consequence of the sequential nature of the search algorithm. It was shown in [l] that sequential search maximizes the expected delay. However, it was also shown that by constrncting groups of locations to be paged simultaneously, the mean number of locations searched could be held reasonably close to the optimal obtained by sequential s8earch while the delay performance improved dramatically.
Thus, we consider a variation on the sequential paging procedure and instead of searching individual locations in decreasing order of probability, we search 31t should be noted that the order of locations searched should always be purposely randomized for a uniform distribution since following a particular order would clearly lead to load imbalances: with later-polled locations having extremely low load and first-polled locations having much higher load. groups of k locations where each group Gi contains the k most likely locations not already ~e a r c h e d .~ Note that the la.st group will have fewer than k elements if J / k is non-integer. The total number of groups is
First we define qi as the probability the unit will be found in location group i ; i.e., qi = xjEG,pj The mean number of groups searched is then, Now notice that if a unit is in location j of group Gz, the mean response time when polling group Gi is simply B'(pa), the mean response time of polling queue j . That is, the responses of the other locations in group Gt are irrelevant given the unit resides in location j. Now consider that before group G, may be polled, negative responses must be received from all members of groups j < i. We define D!, as the normalized mean delay to determine a polling failure in a group of k locations. ' We may then write the total normalized average unit localization delay as If we assume that the individual queues behave as if they were M/M/1 and independent, the known CDF for the queueing delay a t each location, Fx(x), may be used to calculate Dl,. We obtain5 for Dl,,
Notice that for k = 1 we have g = L and the result of equation (6) reduces to that in equation (2). 4Such a uniform grouping with IC elements each is in general suboptim.al [I] . However, uniform groupings simplify the analysis here. 5Please refer to [4] for details.
Analytic insight into the behavior of D(, with k can be obtained by assuming a uniform location probability distribution. We then have (7) i 1 1 , 2 , ... fered loads where A,/p x< 0. 8, global polling ( k = 20) provides the lowest delay. However, as the offered load rises, successive reductions of group size k , allow the delay to be kept manageably low. Numerical calculations for nonuniform distributions show that this general behavior becomes more pronounced as Q decreases. The family of curves in k compresses vertically and expands horizontally so that smaller values of IC result in acceptable delay a t smaller p than for the uniform case. An example is shown in Figure 4 .
Summary and Conclusions
We have considered the problem of paging multiple units over J locations as a problem in service discipline selection a t a stochastic service facility. Our simple discipline assumes that groups of k locations are polled for each unit in decreasing order of probability. This formulation allows the analytic results to be expressed simply in terms of average mobility parameters such as cy = i / J , the mean proportion of locations searched and ij. the mean number of groups searched. \ $'e hape found that a t low loads, blanket polling ( k = J ) provides the best delay performance. However, as paging rate A, increases toward the maximum polling rate p. the blanket polling delay tends toward infinity. At some point it is advisable to reduce k and indeed sets of discrete values of p = A p / p can be found above which group size IC should be reduced.
The highest sustainable paging rates A, are achieved when k = 1. These results suggest simple adaptive paging control strategies in response to variations in page request load. The unit mobility also strongly affects the number of locations which must be searched. If few locations are searched on average, then large sustainable page request rates are possible. For example, if 1 / 4 of the locations need be searched on average (as compared to approximately 0.5 for a uniform location distribution), then the maximum sustainable page request rate is approximately four times that achievable by blanket polling. However, even if little is assumed about unit location (i.e., a uniform distribution), the maximum sustainable rates are nearly a factor of two above those attainable by blanket polling.
'I'here is some need t,o extend these results to other service disciplines besides exponential, althoiigh in general, the analysis of queueing networks with noncxponent,ial service is difficult. However, we venture to guess that results for other service distributio~ns will prove similar. For example, simulation of deterministic service shows the general morphology of the delay curve family in k to be similar to that fo'r exponential service. Liiiiited experiments with other sirnple ,sixvice distributions (such as uniform) show similar empirical results.
We have left open the question of optimal ,stateIliised service disciplines owing to difficulties of complexity suggest,ed in the int,rodud,ion. Nonethel~ess, we are currently exploring state-based algorithms using inforinat,ion theory coupled to the paging theory ded o p e d i n [l] . &' (! hope to compare the performance of these complex algorithms to the simple scheme presented here in the near future.
